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FiRe is a user-friendly Excel® macro designed to survey 

microarray data rapidly. This software interactively 

assembles data from different experiments and produces 

lists of candidate genes according to patterns of gene 

expression. Furthermore, macros bundled with FiRe can 

compare lists of genes, merge information from different 

spreadsheets, link candidates to information available from 

web-based databases, and produce heat-maps for easy 

visualization of microarray data. FiRe is freely available at 

http://www.unifr.ch/plantbio/FiRe/main.html. 

Microarray data: joy and awe 

DNA microarray expression studies generate an 
unprecedented wealth of data and place the researcher in 
the privileged position of being able to uncover hitherto 
unseen relationships between physiological situations and 
gene regulation. They offer the opportunity to single out 
genes for further analysis, based on the expectation that 
observed changes in the levels of accumulation of mRNA 
will be relevant to the process under study. Several 
algorithms have been developed to identify differentially 
expressed genes from microarray data [1–4], and some of 
them have been used successfully to isolate candidate 
genes (e.g. Ref. [5]). These programmes rely on complex 
statistical evaluations and sophisticated user interfaces, 
and might require a lot of effort from the untrained and 
unassisted biologist needing an answer to simple 
questions. Another widespread approach to mine 
microarray data relies on the clustering of genes according 
to their pattern of accumulation of mRNA. This method 
might be appealing for the user to retrieve candidate 
genes displaying a desired pattern of expression, and is 
also advocated when some marker genes have already 
been shown to be involved in the process under study [6–
8]. However, different results can be obtained depending 
on the clustering algorithms used [9], making the task 
difficult for biologists not familiar with the complexity of 
dedicated software and the subsequent analysis of data. 

All FiRed up 

Microarray data from multiple experiments can also be 
sorted using the ratio of expression values of ‘treated’ over 
‘controls’ (fold-change ratio). This straightforward 
criterion has been reported to perform well for many 
biological datasets [1], bringing candidate genes for 
further experimental assessment to the attention of the 
user. To perform a quick and intuitive analysis of 
microarray data, requiring little technical knowledge and 
no specialized software, we created a macro named FiRe 
(for Find Regulons) that operates within the widely 

distributed Excel® software and selects candidate genes 
based upon their fold-change ratios. FiRe does not address 
the difficult problem of estimating the statistical 
significance of the fold-change ratios from replicate 
datasets, but instead identifies candidate genes that show 
a specific pattern of mRNA accumulation under different 
experimental conditions. When FiRe is activated, 
normalized microarray data are first assembled 
interactively into a single table (Figure 1). A filter button 
is provided to remove signals below a cut-off value. Fold-
change ratios of the ‘treated’ compared with the ‘control’ 
conditions are then computed, and genes are selected 
depending on user-defined upper or lower thresholds. An 
easy formulation of the desired expression pattern is made 
possible by the assignment of numerical qualifiers (NQs). 
A NQ of 1 or −1 is attributed if the expression ratio of 
‘treated’ over ‘control’ is greater or smaller than the upper 
or lower cut-offs. A NQ of 0 is attributed if the expression 
ratio lies between the two thresholds. The user can then 
activate NQ selection buttons to extract subgroups of 
genes corresponding to a defined expression pattern 
(regulons). For example, in an experiment with four 
treatments, the regulon with the NQ formula 1010 will 
correspond to genes induced by treatments 1 and 3 but 
unchanged in the others. The upper and lower threshold 
values can be modified independently for each treatment, 
and the NQs will be recalculated in real time. It is up to 
the user to check the relevance of the genes displayed as 
candidates, or to define appropriate, biologically 
significant cut-off values. Interesting regulons can be 
copied on a separate sheet equipped for further sorting. 

After the harvest 

FiRe is a handy tool to extract subsets of genes according 
to a desired pattern of accumulation of mRNA in relation 
to various stimuli or genetic lesions. The results of this 
analysis can be used, if desired, for further statistical 
evaluation with other published algorithms. 

The FiRe package also includes macros for grouping, 
accessing, comparing or visualizing supplementary data 
available for candidate genes. For instance one macro can 
merge data from a source table containing annotations 
directly into the target table containing the candidate 
genes. Another macro can link each candidate to the 
associated entry of a web-based database, thus enabling 
the Internet browser to display specific information about 
the candidate with a single click. Furthermore, different 
lists of candidates can be compared together, or with 
members of a gene family for instance, allowing the 



immediate identification of items that are shared between 
the lists. The candidates can also be further characterized 
by their mRNA accumulation patterns in other, non-
selecting conditions. In that case, adding color 
backgrounds to create a heatmap using a dedicated macro 
available together with FiRe can emphasize the visual 
impact of the ratios calculated. Importantly, these stand-
alone tools can also be used separately from FiRe and 
outside of the context of microarray analysis. 

FiRe will be attractive to eager biologists discouraged 
by the complexity or price of specialized software, and who 
eventually resort to excruciating manual explorations of 
their microarray data. FiRe was designed to be user-
friendly and comes with full instructions at the website 
http://www.unifr.ch/plantbio/FiRe/main.html. It provides 
the opening steps to the exploration of novel gene 
functions and should stimulate the formulation of new 
working hypotheses. 
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1st step:

assemble data

2nd step: compute regulons

A spreadsheet is generated that contains all raw data organized in
columns. Buttons at the top are used for further actions.

Open  microarray data
in Excel sheets

Experiment 1 Controls

Probe Set
11986_at 76
11987_at 267
11988_at 102
11989_at 18
11990_at 21
11991_g_at 43

Experiment 1 Treated

Probe Set
11986_at 34
11987_at 145
11988_at 74
11989_at 107
11990_at 3
11991_g_at 22

Experiment 2 Controls

Probe Set
11986_at 2
11987_at 41
11988_at 64
11989_at 50
11990_at 21
11991_g_at 2

Experiment 2 Treated

Probe Set
11986_at 21
11987_at 14
11988_at 12
11989_at 233
11990_at -2
11991_g_at 21

Experiment 3 Controls

Probe Set
11986_at 587
11987_at 11
11988_at 86
11989_at 153
11990_at 126
11991_g_at 587

Experiment 3 Treated

Probe Set
11986_at 76
11987_at 267
11988_at 102
11989_at 18
11990_at 21
11991_g_at 43

Experiment 4 Controls

Probe Set
11986_at 76
11987_at 267
11988_at 102
11989_at 18
11990_at 21
11991_g_at 43

Experiment 4 Treated

Probe Set
11986_at 250
11987_at 274
11988_at 43
11989_at 345
11990_at 165
11991_g_at 25

Guess thresholds!

Copy displayed IDs!

Select subset!

Count regulons!

Turn off heat map!

Displayed IDs:
78 of 519

Lower : 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Upper t 2 2 2 2

Exp 1 Exp 2 Exp 3 Exp 4

ID list C1 T1 C2 T2 C3 T3 C4 T4 ratio T1/C1 ratio T2/C2 ratio T3/C3 ratio T4/C4 Exp 1 Exp 2 Exp 3 Exp 4
Exp 1 Exp 2 Exp 3 Exp 4

Expression Values Ratio Values

Thresholds

Numerical Qualifiers

12004_at 35 137 193 151 156 348 340 535 0.78 2.23 1.57 1 0 1 0
12965_at 13 72 171 121 115 304 118 71 0.71 2.64 0.60 1 0 1 0
14900_at 78 269 390 400 275 654 373 282 2.38 0.76 1 0 1 0
15531_i_at 1 235 222 114 154 849 1099 796 5.51 0.72 1 0 1 0
16298_at 6 260 323 326 115 384 422 482 3.34 1.14 1 0 1 0
16510_at 6 79 118 64 73 190 133 182 2.60 1.37 1 0 1 0
17963_at 182 498 291 280 105 337 512 280 3.21 0.55 1 0 1 0
18587_s_at 19 177 128 77 62 167 255 193 2.69 0.76 1 0 1 0

Compute regulons!

-1

0

1

Any

Exclude

-1

0

1

Any

Exclude

-1

0

1

Any

Exclude

-1

0

1

Any

Exclude

Lower threshold :
Upper threshold :

Do not copy/paste yourmicroarray values directly into this sheet, use the "Add Experiment" button
above instead!

ID list C1 T1 C2 T2 C3 T3 C4 T4
11997_at 16 40 106 55 86 97 63 63
12004_at 35 137 193 151 156 348 340 535
12007_at 22 158 290 211 228 291 320 141
12037_at 26 208 318 270 339 413 404 511
12072_at 43 55 155 48 114 170 130 74
12079_s_at -5 51 162 105 64 97 90 36
12081_at 54 379 594 191 789 1008 832 359
12115_at 75 125 192 55 96 96 214 164
12136_at 15 31 76 41 66 61 71 77
12150_at 14 200 400 14 288 335 270 153

Exp 3Exp 1 Exp 2 Exp 4

Add experiment Remove experiment Filter IDs Compute regulons!

1.03
0.51
1.01
0.54
0.96
0.60

3.91
5.54
3.45

235.00
43.33
13.17
2.74
9.32
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A new spreadsheet is generated containing expression ratios (treatment/control) and their associated numerical 
qualifiers ("1" for ratios greater than the upper threshold, "–1" for ratios smaller than the lower threshold, "0" for 
ratios between the two thresholds). In this example, the genes belong to the 1010 regulon. This selection can now 
be used for other tasks such as comparing, merging or adding html links. A number of buttons allow further 
actions.

 
Figure 1. An interactive search using FiRe to search for candidate genes using a set of raw data available on Excel® spreadsheets. FiRe calculates the expression 
ratios, assigns numerical qualifiers (NQs) for each treatment and displays the results in a new sheet that also contains several action buttons. From this initial result 



sheet the user can then redefine upper and lower thresholds or select new NQ values. FiRe then displays genes corresponding to these search criteria. The results of 
such a search can be stored on a separate sheet for further sorting and analysis. 


